8410 END RIDER PALLET TRUCK

WITH 2ND LEVEL PICK STEPS

STEP UP TO COST-EFFICIENT 2ND LEVEL PICKING

With low level order picking still offering the most productive and efficient fulfillment method available—operations are continually being challenged to accommodate ever increasing SKUs and provide floor level access to product.

The Raymond® 8410 with 2nd level pick steps offers a cost-effective alternative to hydraulic lift orderpickers. Ideal for operations with occasional 2nd level pick requirements, the truck features a set of three pyramid steps—accessible from either side—leading to a picking platform for easy access to the second beam.

BENEFITS OF TAKING YOUR ORDER PICKING TO THE NEXT LEVEL

- Access more SKUs
- Keep your same operational footprint
- Improve picking accuracy
- Minimize restocking requirements
- Enhance productivity
- Increase profitability
- Improve cube utilization

3 steps are designed with heavy-duty non-slip grating for enhanced stability in wet environments.

INDUSTRY-LEADING SPECS

+ EXCLUSIVE DESIGN
Unrivaled durability, specifically designed for the demands of the North American market with a heavy-duty undercarriage, ductile iron components, and Lift and Go™.

+ MORE FORK OPTIONS
Single (48"), Double (96"), Triple (144")

+ PICKING HEIGHT
3 pyramid steps to a top-level platform offering picking heights to 44” with forks elevated. Includes a railing.

+ HEAVIER CAPACITIES
6,000 or 8,000 lbs.

+ STEP WIDTH
17.25” and 23.25”

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.
THE FLEXIBILITY AND ACCESSABILITY TO DO MORE

Raise productivity with a more versatile, durable 2nd level orderpicker.

VERSATILITY—SHIFT TO SHIFT

+ Easily transition from dock work to horizontal transport to low level order picking with an end-rider design with 2nd level pick access.

+ Be more productive with longer battery life, precise speed control, and less downtime with Raymond’s exclusive AC motor technology (ACR System™).

+ Move faster and more easily in tight areas with a PowerSteer™ option that reduces steering effort.

STRONGER—TOP TO BOTTOM

+ Ideal for the rigors of North American markets with the industry’s most rugged and durable design.

+ Long-lasting, reliable performance with a heavy-duty undercarriage—including ductile iron components, 2” square pull rods and quick-change pivot blocks—that allow capacities up to 8,000 lbs.

+ Fewer service requirements with composite bushings and Lift and Go programmability that trains operators to travel with elevated forks to prevent undercarriage wear.

+ Superior uptime in extreme environments with stainless steel undercarriage pins and optional cold storage conditioning.

OPTIONS

Talk to us about customizing the perfect truck to your needs and facility using our broad array of options.

FASTER, SIMPLER, MORE ACCURATE BATCH PICKING

Exclusive Pick2Pallet™ LED Light System reduces picking errors for enhanced profitability and customer satisfaction. LED lights under the A, B or C pallet position are illuminated to guide correct product placement. (Optional)

EASY INTEGRATION INTO YOUR FLEET AND WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

iWAREHOUSE®-ready, the 8410 lets you leverage the power of the industry’s most complete and scalable telematics platform.

8720 2ND LEVEL ORDERPICKER

For operations requiring more frequent trips to the 2nd level, Raymond offers the 8720 with hydraulic elevated operator platform, featuring:

+ Industry-leading 47” lift height

+ Easy access to load beams up to 100”

+ Simultaneous travel and lift/lower

+ Enlarged pick window

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.